Waiting time, communication quality, and patient satisfaction: An analysis of moderating influences on the relationship between perceived waiting time and the satisfaction of breast cancer patients during their inpatient stay.
Waiting time has been consistently found to be a significant predictor of patient dissatisfaction. The aim of this study is to examine whether positive communication experiences with health care providers could moderate the negative relationship between waiting time and patient satisfaction. Data from a sample of 4626 breast cancer patients in Germany during their inpatient stay were analyzed. Multilevel logistic regression models were estimated in order to examine whether health literacy-sensitive communication (HL-COM) moderates the negative effects of perceived long waiting times on satisfaction. The models were adjusted for sociodemographic and clinical information and personality. Patients who perceived long waiting times were significantly less likely to be satisfied with treatment and with their hospital. Among patients who experienced high HL-COM, the negative relationship between perceived waiting time and satisfaction disappeared, with minimal differences in satisfaction between those who perceived waiting long and those who did not. While waiting time persists as a significant predictor of satisfaction, this study finds that positive communication experiences with health care providers could potentially alleviate negative effects of long waiting time. Along with the ongoing efforts to reduce waiting time, the improvement of health literacy-sensitive communication could be instrumental in patients' overall inpatient assessment.